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Abstract 
Longkang Huans was a meritorious family in the HanWei and Jin Dynasty，
firmly established as basia of politics with powerful family especially in the East Jin 
period. Since the beginning of the East Han Dynasty, Longkang Huans had formed its 
family education which consisted of the studying of Confucianism mostly and whose 
core was acting on the spirit of Confucianism. It was influenced by the studying of 
Xuan and changed correspondingly in the East Jin Dynasty. Its family education had 
far-reaching significance to the literary writing of its members. Huans had many men 
of letters in the East Han Dynasty. During the East Jin Dynasty HuanWen and 
HuanXuan put their family literature to the summit and even influenced the literary 
circles to some extent. The members of Huans were good at penmanship and 
paintings, which made their family civilization more wonderful. In view of the basic 
historical data, this paper elaborates and remarks the ideas, personality and works, 
looking forward to excogitate the evolvement with family education which influenced 
the literary writing of Longkang Huans  in the numerous and complicated political 
situation and social trend of thought. The whole structure and contents are as 
following: 
The introduction makes a description of Longkang Huans phylogeny and why 
the paper researches Longkang Huans literary writing,the value and the train of the 
thought. 
Chapter one probes into the process of the flouring and developing of Longkang 
Huans and the forming of its family education as well as its literary achievements. 
Chapter two looks for the movements of the members of Longkang Huans, 
probing into HuanFan’s life and thoughts as well as the status of ShiYaoLun. 
Chapter three expounds the cause of the reviving and decline of Longkang Huans 
in the East Jin, analyzes the evolvement of the family education as well as its literary 
achievements. 
Chapter four focuses on HuanWen’s literary achievements and its influence to 
the literary circles on the basis of having proved into his life and ideas. 
Chapter five gives all-around judge of HuanXuan about his successment and 
failure, writing achievements as well as its influence to the literary circles. 
The part of the conclusion sums up the main views of the whole text. 
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